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Great organization. Great location. Excellent choice of attendees. 
Very good service by chauffeurs. 
CIO 
Saint-Gobain 
 
Thank you so much for the' Executive Dinner "Aligning InfoSec and Audit to Automate SAP Cybersecurity". 
It was our pleasure to meet you. 
My thoughts about the evening are excellent.   
As quick feedback: 
 Good situation 
 Good subject 
 Good presentation 
 Good format 
 Good network 
 Good discussion 
 Good place 
Again, excellent dinner to ensure value of exchange with peers. 
Thank you again! 
NOKIA - CIOO HSSE Directeur Sécurité Sûreté 
ALCATEL-LUCENT INTERNATIONAL - Chief Security Officer (CSO) 
 
It was a very nice event, and I was enjoy to have time to discuss with Alex and Gwendoline around _______ services. 
The place was one of the best place in Paris and perfectly organized.  I was also enjoyed to meet my peers for sharing ideas 
and good practices on Security over SAP. 
Global Chief Information Security Officer 
CHANEL 
 
Everything was perfect! I enjoyed very much the evening, exchanged a lot of information with my peers, and of course 
enjoyed this great location. 
Once again, many thanks for this unique opportunity to meet some peers we don't have the time to meet in the every day's 
life! 
Head of the Computational Science Coordination (CISI) 
INSERM 
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I'll give you my thoughts while they're still fresh… 
Good points : 
 Very good venue, very good cuisine 
 Networking : I met some interesting people I didn't already know, from companies I didn't meet ordinarily. Having 

innovation directors and CISO discussing is a very good idea 
Apart from the organisation, I think the evening is less valuable if the organiser don't speak French. We all were able to 
speak in English, but honestly our fluency, mine included, is not that good, and moreover having only one English-speaking 
person out of 8 makes it difficult to keep speaking in English. And quite rudely, sometimes, we spoke only in French. I had 
the feeling the conversation was more fluid at the other table. 
I hope my comments are of any use to you. 
Once again, thank you for your invitation. 
Group CISO 
ADP Group 


